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The third-generation of the Ford F-Series are trucks that were produced by Ford from to
Following its competitors at Dodge and General Motors, Ford widened the front bodywork to
integrate the cab and front fenders together. Going a step further, the F-Series integrated the
hood into the bodywork with a clamshell design; [1] the feature would stay part of the F-Series
for two decades. Although offered previously, the optional chrome grille was far more
prominent than before. In the rear, two types of pickup boxes were offered, starting a new
naming convention: the traditional separate-fender box was dubbed "FlareSide", while
"StyleSide" boxes integrated the pickup bed, cab, and front fenders together. All light and
medium trucks were transferred to 10 other plants in the USA. After , Heavy-duty trucks above F
and some light duty trucks were transferred to Kentucky Truck Assembly in Louisville,
Kentucky. Third generation trucks were built in Brazil as the F, F, and F from until This was the
last generation of the panel van. Ford would not offer a full-size van again until the introduction
of the second generation E-Series. The grille was updated; the dual headlights are replaced by
quad headlights the only generation of the F-Series to use them. Ford introduced the option of
the F-Series in four-wheel drive. Previously a conversion outsourced to Marmon-Herrington ,
Ford was the first of the "big three" U. Third generation trucks were built in Argentina from to as
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of the new styling kept up with current -- but ultimately passing -- trends, other parts of it would
prove to be lasting and influential innovations. In fact, one feature fundamentally altered pickup
truck design for the entire industry, a change that persists 50 years later. In , for the first time,
Ford pickup buyers were given a choice of two cargo-box styles. Prior to then, anybody who
knew anything about pickup trucks knew this much: They came with a box just wide enough to
fit between the rear wheels, which were covered by separate bolt-on fenders. The front half of
nearly every pickup had little styling continuity with its all-business back half. Plus, considering
that they all came with deluxe appointments as standard equipment, they cost more than the
base models. That did nothing to endear them to the farmers, tradesmen, and industries that
bought most pickups back then primarily for business use. Ford successfully addressed all of
these issues with the Styleside. From the outside, it appeared to be in step with rivals' custom
jobs, sporting a slab-sided cargo box as wide as the cab. A horizontal character line that was
stamped into the cab sheetmetal was continued through the box side for a more unified look,
front to back. Simple circular taillight lenses were inset on either side of the tailgate, which had
the word "Ford" embossed in it in tall capital letters. The right-side lens actually was a reflector
unless dual taillights were ordered. See more pictures of Ford trucks. Its cargo bed stretched
out as much as 73 inches between the sidewalls, narrowing only in the middle -- to 49 inches -to make room for internal wheelhouses. Stylesides featured welded all-steel construction in
their floors, sides, box-style corner posts, and tailgates. That kind of value found a ready
audience. In , Ford pickup buyers preferred the Styleside models to Flaresides by an almost
5-to-1 margin, and Stylesides outsold the Chevy Cameo by to Such success was impossible to
ignore. What innovations did have in store for the Ford F-Series trucks? Continue to the next
page to find out. The demand for fenderside pickups winnowed away to next to nothing over the
next three decades although the look later enjoyed a little bit of a rebirth, ironically as a "retro"
styling cue for some expensive sport pickups. The Flareside -- a name coined for -- was
available in the same three bed lengths found on Styleside pickup trucks. One-ton F pickups
had nine-foot cargo boxes. The 6. The eight- and nine-foot beds were 54 inches wide, enough so
that small wheelhouses with Sidewalls of the long Flaresides were almost two inches taller than

those on the short-bed model, too. Flareside beds still used wooden floors protected by metal
skid strips, and they featured different tailgates than the Stylesides. A freestanding taillamp
shaped in the silhouette of the Ford crest was mounted at the lower left of the cargo box; a
matching right-hand lamp cost extra. The F-Series' new cab featured lower, flatter, and wider
styling that was in marked contrast to the "big-fendered" look of previous Ford trucks.
Three-and-a-half inches lower and two inches wider than their predecessors, they featured a
broad hood with a raised and ribbed section stamped into the middle for strengthening
purposes. The hood was now stretched fully across the fendertops, a design feature that would
persist on Ford trucks well into the Eighties, and would be widely imitated by competing makes.
The wider cab meant Ford could do away with external running boards, replacing them with
steps integrated with the cab floor. A line that started as the fendertop was continued straight
back across the upper cowl, doors, and cab back panel in an effort to get away from a "too-flat"
look. Another shorter horizontal line was pressed into the hood sides, and a large lip flared out
over the front wheel opening. Where the Ford trucks featured a wraparound windshield with a
vertical A-pillar, the s sported a forward-leaning roof post that played off a styling fad seen on
many passenger cars of the day. A stout, slotted grille bar ran between the square-topped
headlamp bezels mounted at the far ends of the fenders. Round parking lights sat just below the
headlights. Pickups weren't the only F-Series light-duty models available in The last three types
were intended for commercial customers who then had specialized aftermarket bodies mounted
on the chassis. Bed lengths for platforms and stakes were 6. The F series also contained a
panel truck. The panel featured a "split-level" roof over the cargo area, which helped open up
cubic feet of cargo space, 2. The panel had a floor of chemically treated plywood and vertical
rear doors that could be propped open at half- or fully open positions. A single taillight mounted
in the left cargo door was standard, but when dual taillights were ordered, the lamps were
mounted at the corners of the body just above the midbody character line. The latter dimension
served the F line as well. Wheelbase for F models was inches; they could be had with a choice
of single- or dual-wheel rear axles except for the pickups, which came single wheel only. Ford's
light-duty F-Series trucks for featured a number of improvements under the skin, too. They
included more-powerful engines , stronger frames and axles, revised rates for the front and rear
leaf springs, suspended pedals, hydraulic clutch, improved brakes , "Hi-Dri" ventilation, and
more. The base engine was the cid "Mileage Maker" six, rated at bhp at 4, rpm and pound-feet of
torque at 1,, rpm. The optional engine was a cid "Y-block" V-8 engine that developed bhp at 4,
rpm and pound-feet at 2,, revs, although the V-8 in dual-wheel-axle Fs came in at horsepower
and two more pound-feet of torque. The compression ratio for all light-duty engines was 8. A
three-speed manual transmission was standard in Fs and s, while Fs came with a four-speed
stickshift. Learn more about the styling changes that made Ford F-Series pickup trucks unique
-- and trend-setting for years to come -- on the next page. After the initial excitement- and envyinducing introduction of the Styleside bed for Ford F-Series trucks, designers continued to
make some changes to the Ford F-Series -- both inside and out. Panel trucks with the Custom
package also featured a fully insulated and lined cargo compartment. Another popular option
for Styleside pickups was "Style Tone" two-tone paint. The primary color was painted below the
character line along the sides of the truck, on the tailgate, inside the cargo bed, on the roof
panel, and around the back window. White paint was applied to the hood, body above the
character line, upper door area, the area surrounding the windshield, the band on the forward
area of the roof panel, and on the side of the roof panel above the drip molding. When combined
with the Custom Cab group, it made for a very attractive pickup. To recoup some of the cost of
bringing new trucks to market, Ford raised base prices. In the F through lines, production of the
s declined by about , units. However, the Ford trucks enjoyed a very long model year; models
weren't introduced until February 1. Still, the light-duties did well enough to help Ford retain
second place in overall truck sales behind Chevrolet. For , appearance changes were slight. The
dual headlights and bar grille of were replaced by quad headlights and an eggcrate grille texture
that filled up much of the space between the hood and lower valance panel. Series badges on
the hood sides were redesigned, too. All F panels got the rear-corner taillight lenses, but they
were functional only on those ordered with the Custom Cab package. A panel-door-mounted
unit still served base-trim models. While the standard six-cylinder engine returned unchanged,
the optional engine at the start of the model year was the bhp version of the cid V Halfway
through the year, this engine was replaced by the cid V-8 rated at bhp at 4, rpm. Although not
listed in specifications at the time, some cid V-8s found their way into these trucks to cover
short supplies of s. F-Series sales slumped for The retreat came to more than 12, vehicles in the
light-duty lines. Whatever disappointment Ford's truck-marketing people might have felt about
that had to be tempered somewhat by the fact that was a recession year and total sales were
down for practically all manufacturers. Fresh new styling and a rebounding economy meant

good news for the Ford F-Series in Get details on the next page. After a recession-induced sales
slump in , demand for the Ford F-Series rebounded vigorously in , a year in which Ford's
marketing group came up with a clever play on words for its promotional campaign. Truck
customers were urged to "Go Ford-ward" for savings, styling, economy, etc. Stylists made
noticeable changes to make the Ford F-Series pickup trucks look fresher. The most significant
was a restyled hood. While the ribs of trucks were eliminated, a raised panel remained, framed
by parallel character lines that ran down the front of the hood to encompass a front vent panel
with a mesh background. On this background were individual block letters that spelled out
Ford. The leading edge of the hood dipped in the center, paralleling the countours of the grille.
The Ford truck gear-and-lightning-bolt shield logo, formerly at the center of the hood, was now
integrated into ID badges on the sides. The grille contour was retained, but three thick
horizontal bars replaced the eggcrate surface between the headlamps. Reshaped louvers were
punched into the restyled lower panel located behind the front bumper. The bumper itself was
redesigned and raised, which Ford pointed out improved approach angles to steep ramps and
grades. Parking lamps were now rectangular in shape. Custom Cab features were modified
again for a more upscale look. Two-tone paint was added to instrument panels and interior door
surfaces. The package also added a white steering wheel with a chrome horn ring in place of the
black wheel with horn button found on standard models. A more colorful "candy-stripe" nylon
fabric was used on the seat covers. The biggest news for F-Series light-duty trucks in
concerned the addition of Ford-built four-wheel-drive pickups and chassis-cabs in the F and F
lines. Prior to , if a customer wanted four-wheel drive on a Ford truck, he had to go to an outside
contractor, such as Marmon-Herrington, which had been equipping Fords with its famous
"All-Wheel-Drive" conversions since With a growing interest in four-wheel-drive trucks, all of
Ford's major competitors started offering factory-built s in the late s, so it had to follow suit.
Ford's four-wheelers used a two-speed transfer case with a direct-drive high range for both
front and rear axles, and a low range for the front axle. The transfer case also featured two
power-takeoff openings. The shifter lever included four range positions marked 4L four-wheel
low , N neutral , 2H two-wheel high , and 4H four-wheel high. A driver could shift from two-wheel
to four-wheel direct drive in the high positions without having to come to a stop or use the
clutch. Tough carden universal joints were used on the ends of the front axle to provide an even
flow of power to both front wheels under all driving situations. Ford pushed fuel economy this
year in some of its print advertising for six-cylinder-powered F pickups. They were said to
produce economy numbers that were 25 percent better than competitors' similar trucks. Ford
cited an "Economy Showdown USA" test program conducted by an independent testing
laboratory and made the report available to prospective customers. Fs and Fs ordered with
automatic transmission got a new heavy-duty three-speed Cruise-O-Matic unit. The lighter-duty
Fordomatic was retained for use in F trucks. Based on their continued popularity, production of
F-Series light-duty pickup trucks shot up to near the , mark for and would improve by almost 21,
units in This hike in Ford F-Series production came amid many small technical improvements,
but few exterior changes. Below this, down to the bumper, was an area of rectangles. The hood
was made to look different, too. The vent area of the s was replaced by a pair of narrow slots
that flanked the Ford truck emblem, which returned to the front. A raised strip ran down the
center of the hood. Series designators on the hood sides were done in an arrow motif. Although
they didn't look much different on the outside, the models bore a number of inner improvements
that made them better than the models they replaced. These included changes in spring rates,
rubber door seals, the exhaust system, and electrical wiring. New lining materials helped to
increase b rake efficiency, and a larger heater added more warmth to the cab. To make the
optional cid V-8 more economical, engineers redesigned the combustion chambers and reduced
the size of the intake valves. The carburetor and fuel pump were also reworked to reduce
gasoline consumption. These changes lowered the V-8's horsepower rating from to
Four-wheel-drive availability was extended to F stake- and platform-bed models. The
improvement in sales put a successful cap on this era of Ford trucks. The look that had been
"boldly modern" when introduced in was passing from the scene -- although the styling would
persist in some markets outside the United States. When the model year rolled around, Ford's
light-duty F-Series trucks would be new from the ground up. Get a detailed look at the F-Series
trucks produced during this unique era in Ford history when you check the specs on the next
page. The Ford F-Series pickup trucks produced between and were different than what had
come before, and although they were produced for only a few years before being redesigned
again, they had a lasting impact on pickup truck styling and design for years to come. Get the
details on the options these models included and the numbers that were produced with the Ford
F-Series specifications charts that follow. Source: Ford Motor Company. Ford Trucks Image
Gallery. Changes to the Ford F-Series. Learn what 's Ford F-Series trucks had to offer on the

next page. Ford engineers also improved the distributors and generators on truck engines for
better performance. The six-cylinder engine was treated to a higher-capacity oil pump and a
more efficient fuel pump. Related Content " ". Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites classiccars.
Offered 69 Wanted. Create Alert. This T-Bird has so much custom work done to it there is no
way you can take it all in at first glance. The paint job on this car will leave you speechless and
have you walking around the car looking at every detail. You better have your sun glas Rescued
from a barn in the Indiana countryside, along with several other vehicles, this Skyliner is quite
the find. One of fewer than 15, units produced for the model year. The top still functions,
however, it is a bit temperamental, but still works. Debuting in , the Fairlane, named after Henry
Ford's estate, represented the best in the premium automobile market. Just one look at this
vehicle and it takes you back to a special age where the cars weren't just cars, but works of art.
This vintage Fairlane is wrapped in a two-tone combination of Red ov Circa , Ford launches its
all new Fairlane with an unprecedented road trip around the globe testing the durability and
comfort on some roads that have changed little since the Roman empire. Fords new frame,
referred at the time as the "Inner Ford", had a new wide-base design that lowered the center the
Gravity for greater stability. New Ball-Joint front suspension took the bounce out of the
Numbers matching. No rust. No Bondo. California car. Paint perfect. Chrome perfect. Working
original AM radio. Working original clock. Retractable roof works flawlessly. One of the most
iconic convertibles ever pro The Ford Fairlane Skyliner Retractable was quite an engineering
feat for Ford back in the late 50s, with multiple electric motors, relays, solenoids, and more
needed to retract the iconic hideaway hardtop. The white retractable hardtop on this particular
'58 Ford is in excellent shape and goes up and down with ease, with the simple push of a
button. The Fords also underwent a sign The '58 hoods were also sleeker lookin Retractable
convertible hardtop functions in both directions and has recently been serviced Two-toned
combination of Red over White accented with Gold inserts in chrome side trim CI V-8 engine
Cruise-O-Matic automatic transmission Power steering Rear wheel drive Wide Whitewall tires
For more information, please visit content. I have 2 ford wagons to build 1 wagon both are
rough but buildable. Nice Ford Fairlane with police interceptor motor. Used Ford Fairlane
Coupe. The builder of the car stated to GCC that what he spent his time on - was what one
doesn't see. The car was rotisserie restored - with the emphasis on the complete under
carriage, and suspension. She is detailed in epoxy red oxide primer, with new fuel tank, and
lines, Chevrolet power steering box, front disc This Ranchero Is currently owned by the
Gentleman who performed the restoration! Over the last three years he had this Ranchero
stripped to the bare metal and installed new panels, he even stripped down the frame and had it
painted. While having it put back together, they fully rebuilt the Wide Block, which is believed to
be Big Back Window Model! Comes with clear title! Shipping Available! Now here is something
you don't see! Former service truck with a very unusual and neat service box would be a great
Rat Rod service pickup, or just take the service box off and put a re This Ford Fairlane Club
Sedan has a great vintage style, proper V8 power, distinct features, and a well-coordinated
two-tone inside and out. It all makes for a stand out cruiser even before you check out the price.
It carries a lot of design cues from its square Thunderbird relative, but the larger cars also had
their own rounded style elements like Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Images are general in nature
and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The all-new Ford was a landmark truck for two
related reasons. The new Ford F put modern styling into the hands of every working man. Like
most other manufacturers, Ford went to four headlights in , but little else was changed. For ,
Ford offered factory-installed optional four-wheel drive previously, Ford steered owners to
Marmon-Herrington to perform conversions. Also the F received a redesigned front bumper,
which stayed in production until
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The final year of this generationâ€”â€”saw a new grille structure and new hood. The original
Styleside box was still available until â€” either as an alternative to the Unibody Styleside or
required Styleside on four-wheel-drives and one-tons. In period, wags disparagingly compared
the F to a rolling refrigerator. Today, however, the model is recognized as a breakthrough
design that signaled the arrival of a new era in pickup fashion. For all Hagerty Insurance clients:
The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed
value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the
value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy,
please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. History of the Ford F-Series The all-new Ford was a landmark

truck for two related reasons. Number Produced 10,

